HIGH TEA
SPARKLING
MANSFIELD AND MARSH METHODE 			
TRADITIONELLE NV		
Glass: £7
					Bottle: £32

200

Hawkes Bay, New Zealand. Produced by our good friend
John Coney who also produces our Southern Dawn 		
Sauvignon and pink ‘Mimi’.

LEVERET PINK ‘MIMI’ SEC NV
Glass: £8
					Bottle: £36

201

Hawkes Bay, NZ. Off dry, delicate fruity bubbles.

CHAMPAGNE
CHAMPAGNE BOLLINGER SPECIAL CUVEE NV
					Glass: £15
					Bottle: £80

100

A real treat, full bodied and classy. Made using only first run juice,
85% of which has Premier or Grand Cru status.

101

CHAMPAGNE BOLLINGER ROSE NV

MENU
A selection of sandwiches
~
A selection of warm, savoury pastries
~
Freshly-baked cakes and pastries
~
Warm scone with strawberry jam
and a choice of clotted cream,
whipped cream or butter
~
Teas, infusions or coffee
£34 per person

TEA FOR THE SEASON
Assam Hattiali
This Indian tea from Assam is one of the world’s oldest varieties. It
comes from the city of Margherita, named after a former Italian
queen. The well-shaped fine leaf with its golden tips develops a dark
cup and strong flavour with lasting effects.

Darjeeling First Flush
A rare and sophisticated Indian black tea that comes from the first
tender new shoots grown between February and April on the foothills
of the Himalayas, producing a light liquor with a delicate flavour of
green muscatel.

Heart of Persia
The king of spices, saffron, is the key ingredient. Hints of this distinctive
spice accent a selection of sweet and exotic fruits and flower petals
brought together with a delicate single estate Ceylon tea. Best
enjoyed without milk.

BLACK TEA
The Angel Afternoon Blend
This delicious afternoon blend is balanced by aroma, colour and body.
This blend has been carefully crafted for The Angel Hotel and includes
teas from the misty hills of Ceylon and the lush estates of Assam in
India. Classic and robust, this rich blend makes a strong cup and may
be enjoyed with milk.

Ceylon Robgil Pekoe
This rare Ceylon Tea is cultivated in the upper regions of the ‘Golden
Valley’ at an elevation of over 5400ft. The bud and first leaf are
carefully harvested from selected tea bushes. It is made for The East
India Company, light rolling and minimum fermentation to preserve
the light bright cup with its deliciously fruity and floral notes.

Yunnan
This black tea is from the rich soil of China’s Yunnan province creating
best conditions for this bold and full-flavoured black tea. The taste
combines rounded caramel sweetness with a smooth long lasting
finish of spice; ginger, nutmeg and cloves.

£90

An elegant pink fizz from one of the world’s most iconic 		
Champagne houses.

SCENTED BLACK TEA
Staunton Earl Grey
A blend of black teas from India and Sri Lanka. One of our most
sophisticated teas on our menu, based on the authentic Earl Grey
recipe, blended with the finest Neroli and Bergamot oils.

Lapsang
To give this tea its rich and smoky flavour the plucked leaves are
withered over pine fires, pan-dried and rolled, then placed in bamboo
baskets and smoked, resulting in a smoky and evocative flavour.

Karac
A blend of ginger, natural spices and peppercorn, cardamom,
cinnamon, cloves. This strong black tea has a unique taste and dusky,
honey-hay flavour. Enjoy with hot milk and sugar.

Orange
Orange tea utilised the finest Ceylon tea for its base combined with
naturally dried pieces of oranges and orange peel resulting in fully
bodied infusion full of citrus flavours.

OOLONG
Are only partially or semi-fermented and sometimes referred to as
blue teas, traditionally manufactured in China or Taiwan, but now
other countries also produce them.

Mi Lan Pan
This smooth, dark Oolong comes from a plantation on the lower
slopes of China’s Wu Dong Mountain. The leaves are thoroughly
fermented and baked to produce a rich liquor with floral and
honey characteristics.

GREEN TEA
Bursting with vibrant grassy flavours, generally described as
‘unoxidized’ teas, no chemical change occurs during their
manufacture.

Organic Dragon Well
This healthy Chinese tea is rich in antioxidants, full of grassy freshness
with a sweet undertone. It is best enjoyed with a squeeze of lemon or
drizzle of honey.

Gyokuro
This truly extraordinary Japanese tea generates a bright green, almost
luminescent infusion with a wonderfully smooth, sweet and creamy
taste – we’d compare it to freshly shelled peas, lightly steamed and
coated with melted butter.

The Prince Sultan’s Green Tea
This is an authentic blend of green tea and mint, clean and refreshing
mint flavours with a high grade gunpowder green tea as a base.

FRUIT TEA
Fruit steeped in hot water. May contain caffeine. Usually taken
straight.

Peonies and Berries
This is a grand combination of berries and figs. One side is sweet,
fruity and nippy, the other is soft and mild. Both are in perfect unity on
a green tea base with plump, glowing berries, snappy fig pieces and
lime-light seeking peony petals.

Green Peach
A traditional blend of Sencha green tea, dry fruit pieces and
sunflower blossoms. A light flavoured and refreshing green tea with
hints of peach.

Mango Twist
A delicious blend of fresh green tea, rich black tea and whole mango
pieces. Sweet, lightly spicy and refreshing.

Wild Cherry
Cherry is a dark red beverage with an intense fruity flavour whose
colour resembles ripe cherries light scented.

WHITE TEA
Lightly oxidised, harvested from the buds and leaves of the Camellia
Sinensis plant. The name derives from the silvery white hairs of
the unopened buds on the tea plant.

Blend 68
Blend of hibiscus, rosehip and orange peel tangled with sweet aromas
of tropical fruits. It is a refreshing infusion ideal for the summer. Enjoy
best with a drizzle of honey.

Jasmine White Tea
A precious white tea from the Chinese Fujian province. Jasmine tea is
made with the top grade and the most famous variety of white tea;
silver needle. The soft buds of this white tea are gently scented with
fresh jasmine blossoms. This tea is soft with a delicately sweet taste
and mild jasmine fragrance.

INFUSIONS
Our herbal range is created using freshly picked and dried whole
herbs and flowers. Naturally caffeine-free.

Lemon Verbena
This refreshing tea is made form the cut leaves of pure lemon
verbena. With a rich lemon scent and flavour when infused.

Turmeric Gold
This infusion combines two types of gold: the Aztecs in the form of
the most pure cocoa shells and the curcuma root: golden curcumin.
This blend is refined by the addition of ginger root and is finished with
fennel, aniseed and vanilla flavours.

Lemongrass and Ginger Root
Aromatic stalks of lemongrass blended with spicy ginger and sweet
liquorice. Warm and comforting.

South African Rouge
A plant infusion from the South African red bush, very high in
antioxidants. It is accented with refreshing cranberry and orange
notes. Best enjoyed without milk.

COFFEE
You may prefer coffee or
hot chocolate as an alternative to tea.
Here is our selection:
Cafetière Coffee
Espresso
Caffè Latte
Cappuccino
Hot Chocolate
Dairy-free milk available, please ask!

We are taking robust measures to ensure the wellbeing of our guests and employees during the global outbreak of Coronavirus (COVID- 19).
The Angel makes every effort to comply with the dietary requirements of our guests. Please notify us of your specific dietary requirements to ensure we are able
to provide accurate information and advice on the ingredients and allergens in our dishes.

